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“Your kingdom come, your will be done on earth as it is in heaven.” 

How many times have we spoken those words over the years?


The Kingdom of God is the most dominant theme in the teaching of Jesus, yet within churches 
(even NVBC), there is often little teaching about it.


Jesus loved to tell stories about the Kingdom - unusual stories of:


buried treasure in fields


merchants finding precious pearls


virgins needing to top up the oil in their lamps, and


nets containing all kinds of fish


The stories Jesus told about the Kingdom certainly caused some confusion … then again, so did 
the miracles of the Kingdom. Jesus drove out demons and healed the sick as demonstrations of 
the power of this Kingdom he was proclaiming. Yet people accused Him of being an agent of 
Satan himself!


What are we to make of this Kingdom?


Last year we explored what it means to go into your field. We saw that we each have a field.


This year we take our next step - recognising the Kingdom in our field. What does it look like to 
partner with God in our field and point people to the reign of King Jesus?


I believe that this series (in fact this whole year) will stretch us as a church. Personally, I’ve 
already been VERY encouraged and challenged as I’ve been preparing these studies.


I’m believing great things for NVBC this year as we explore the Kingdom in Your Field!


Every blessing,


Pastor Craig.


INTRODUCTION 
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STUDY  1                      
The Kingdom In Your Field

INTRODUCTIONS: 
Given that tonight is probably your first night together as a Growth Group in 2017, start your time 
considering the following questions:


1. What’s your fondest memory from the recent Christmas/New Year period?


2. What was the most unusual thing that happened over the Christmas/New Year period?


3. Complete the following sentence:   “If I could grow in one area of my life  this  year  it  would 
be …”


4. What do you hope to be able to contribute to the group this year? What do you hope to gain 
from the group?


GROUP COVENANT: 
A helpful practice at the beginning of each year is to establish a Group Covenant. This Covenant 
outlines the expectations we have of each other as a group. This is an exercise for the whole 
group to participate in and ‘own’. A Group Covenant would normally include an agreed upon 
understanding of areas such as: confidentiality; timings/punctuality; frequency of meeting; 
openness in sharing; respect; communicating to the group leader if you can’t attend; and child 
care.


Please take some time to establish your Group Covenant for 2017 now.


Week starting Monday February 6th              By Pastor Craig Corkill
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RECAP: 
Looking back at last Sunday’s message, what were the main themes that stood out to you? 
What questions did it raise? What was God saying to you through this time? 

DISCUSSION: 
Read Matthew 6:9-13 and Luke 11:1-4.


These two passages provide for us the wording for the most 
well-known prayer of all time - the Lord’s Prayer.


On January 1st this year, Pastor Craig spoke about how the 
idea of calling God “Father” was almost unheard of for those 
living in the First Century. Whilst God was certainly understood 
to be holy/hallowed, this invitation to a close relationship with 
God is remarkable.


Equally, the very next verse contains a startling phrase:


“Your kingdom come, your will be done on earth as it is in heaven” 

Over the course of the coming weeks we will be exploring the nature of the Kingdom of God (or 
it's synonym the 'Kingdom of Heaven’ as Matthew calls it). At the outset of this series, what do 
you understand the 'Kingdom of God' to refer to?


When you pray "your kingdom come", what do you understand that phrase to mean - what are 
you asking for?
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Recognising that we are just at the outset of this series, where would you love to see God’s 
‘kingdom come’ in greater measure:


in your life


in your field


Transformation, Not Just Information 
What is ONE thing you are going to apply from this study THIS WEEK? Share this with one other 
member of your group and follow up with one another next week to see what that experience 
was like for you.


Prayer: 
Group Focused 
Spend time as a group praying for God's Kingdom to come in the areas you’ve just identified.


Church Focused 
Pray for the following leaders of NVBC:


•  Elders

•  Pastors & Staff

•  Church Board


World Focused 

THAILAND SHORT TERM MISSION: Pray for the team as they work through their experiences 
in Thailand and put everything into perspective. Pray that God will deepen their understanding 
of his mission for our world and that it will impact their lives and future direction. 
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INTRODUCTION: 
Last year, along with a group of twenty other pastors, I had the 
privilege of spending a couple of days James Bryan Smith. James 
(or ‘Jim’ as he prefers to be called) is the author of a number of 
books including ‘The Apprentice Series’ which seeks to raise up 
disciples of Jesus and train them in spiritual disciplines that will 
nourish their souls.


Over the course of the two days James started to unpack the magnificence, beauty and scope 
of the good news (Gospel) of Jesus.


James highlighted that often times we restrict the scope of the good news to a very 
individualistic understanding of what theologians call ‘substitutionary atonement’.


Substitutionary atonement refers to the good news that Jesus’ took my place (‘substitution’), 
paid the penalty for my sin through death on the cross (atonement) and offers me eternal life 
through His resurrection.


Substitutionary atonement is amazing! It sees my sin-debt paid in full and heaven assured. What 
phenomenal good news!!!


Yet often in the West we’ve limited the scope of Jesus’ life, death, resurrection and ascension to 
a good news that is predominantly just about me and my eternal security.


Please hear me clearly, I’m a BIG believer in substitutionary atonement, but if we restrict the 
‘good news’ simply to me and my ticket into heaven, I think we’ve significantly watered down 
the good news Jesus proclaimed.


RECAP: 
Looking back at last Sunday’s message, what were the main themes that stood out to you? 
What questions did it raise? What was God saying to you through this time? 

STUDY  2                     
A Bigger Picture

Week starting Monday February 13th          By Pastor Craig Corkill

James Bryan Smith
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If the good news is just about my free-ticket into heaven:


there’s really not a lot I’m called to be or do between now and when I die


becoming a ‘convert’, rather than a ‘disciple’ is acceptable


many of Jesus’ sayings make no sense (such as “as the Father sent me, I am sending 
you” John 20:21)


all the material in Matthew, Mark, Luke and John that describe Jesus’ life before the 
Cross are largely irrelevant


Throughout the four gospels we read of Jesus proclaiming “the good news of the 
Kingdom" (Matthew 4:23, 9:35, Luke 4:43, 8:1, 16:16). The "good news of the Kingdom" calls us 
to a grander vision of who Jesus is, what He accomplished and what He invites us to participate 
in.


Let’s explore this good news together! 


(WARNING: This study is a bit more ‘content heavy’ and may require additional preparation time) 

DISCUSSION:

1. Last Sunday, Pastor Craig identified the characteristics of God’s world before the Fall. Read 
Genesis 1-2 and formulate your own list of the characteristics of the created order pre-Fall.


2. Sin enters the equation in Genesis 3 when humanity reject God’s kingship. Indeed, humanity 
continues to reject God’s kingship, resulting in staggering consequences. How are the 
characteristics you identified in question 1 effected by sin?


Winding the clock forward and we see God’s begin His plan for redemption and the restoration 
through his active kingship.


In Genesis 12 He enters into covenant relationship with Abraham, where God is king/provider 
and Abraham and his descendants will follow/obey. From the outset of this redemptive plan 
God reveals His intent … you are blessed to be a blessing (see Genesis 12:1-3). God has a 
grander plan than simply being King over one people group - His plan has global proportions


In Exodus 6 He declares that Abraham’s descendants are ‘His’ people, and when Pharaoh 
refuse to release the Israelites from slavery, God (the greater sovereign) tells Pharaoh (the 
lesser sovereign) to “let MY people go”.


In Exodus 19ff God the king declares the Law to Moses and Israel
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This is why 1 Samuel 8 is such a pivotal chapter in the Old Testament. Here Israel asks for a 
human king to rule over them. God’s reply to Samuel is revealing …


“And the Lord told him: “Listen to all that the people are saying to you; it is not you they 
have rejected, but they have rejected me as their king.” 1 Samuel 8:7 

The people reject God’s kingship and are set on a path of consistently rejecting God’s plan of 
restoration.


It is not long before the nation tears itself apart, with the northern ten tribes completely 
abandoning God’s leadership due to kings who consistently led them into idolatry. These tribes 
were permanently exiled from the land when the Assyrians complete their invasion in 722BC.


The two southern tribes (Judah and Benjamin) have a slightly brighter history with some kings 
following God, whilst many more lead the nation to idolatry. The southern tribes are also taken 
into exile, this time by the Babylonians.


Yet throughout this era, God raises up prophets to remind the people that whilst God is the 
eternal King (their recognition of His kingship never diminishes His sovereignty), God is also the 
coming King, and His plan to redeem and restore is coming with Him.


3. Look up the following verses where prophets speak of the characteristics of God’s coming 
kingdom.


Theologian Allen Wakabayashi reflects:


“From Old Testament expectations, we get a sense that the kingdom of God was about 
God’s great restoration, the reinstatement of God’s intentions for his entire creation. It 
was God’s kingship being applied in a world that had gone awry.” 


(from ‘Kingdom Come: How Jesus Wants To Change The World’) 

4. Read Luke 4:16-21. With the context of the verses above in mind, what is Jesus saying here?


Verses Characteristics Of The Coming Kingdom

Isaiah 9:6-7

Isaiah 11:1-10

Isaiah 16:5

Isaiah 61

Jeremiah 23:5

Daniel 2:44-45

Daniel 7:13-14
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5. Matthew records that from the very outset of Jesus’ public ministry he began “preaching the 
good news of the kingdom” (Matthew 4:23). With the insights you’ve gained from this study in 
mind, how is this ‘good news of the kingdom’ a grander vision than simply an individuals 
‘getting saved’ and having a ticket to heaven?


6. What are the early implications you see for your life as a citizen of this Kingdom that Jesus 
inaugurated?


Transformation, Not Just Information 
What is ONE thing you are going to apply from this study THIS WEEK? Share this with one other 
member of your group and follow up with one another next week to see what that experience 
was like for you.


Prayer: 
Group Focused 
Pray for each member of the group that they will increasingly get planted in deep & genuine 
relationships through actively sharing in our common mission/Vision.


Church Focused 
Pray for those who have joined us recently at NVBC, that they will connect purposefully with our 
Vision and relationally with those who have been here some years. Pray also for those who have 
been a part of NVBC for quite some time, that they will continue to passionately serve the 
common cause and grow in their sense of connection with their brothers & sisters at NVBC


World Focused 
NITA FINGER: [Africa Inland Mission] Pray for Nita as she settles into her new environment 
among the Karamojong people of Uganda. Pray for her as she gets to know the other members 
of the team and begins to learn the do's and don'ts of the local culture. Pray for her health and 
protection – spiritually, emotionally and physically. 
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INTRODUCTION: 
Over this past Christmas/New Year period my kids rediscovered the board game ‘Cluedo’.


For the uninitiated, Cluedo is a game where players solve a ‘Who-dunnit?’ mystery.


Progressively the options of characters, weapons and rooms are eliminated, until eventually the 
mystery is solved and the winner deduces that the culprit is (for example), Colonel Mustard, with 
the Candlestick, in the Dining Room. As an aside, if someone would politely tell my kids let dad 
or mum win occasionally, Carolyn and I would greatly appreciate it!


Solving mysteries (even in a board game) can be quite satisfying can’t it? But there are some 
mysteries that seem beyond us - particularly when we open the pages of the Bible.


How is it that the Bible seems to speak of both God’s sovereign election of us, AND 
our free will to respond to His grace?


Why is it that we can pray fervently for one thing and see an immediate answer, whilst 
we pray just as fervently for another thing and see no change?


How is God both the sovereign Creator and King of the universe, yet apparently 
‘limits’ His reign and inaugurates his kingdom in the coming of Jesus?


In this study we’ll be exploring another of these mysteries - what theologians call “the 
incarnation” - God becoming human and coming to us. Mike Frost writes:


“The core idea of the Christian faith is the Incarnation: God took on flesh and dwelled 
among us. To other religions such an idea is considered odd or, worse,           

inconceivable or, even worse, blasphemous.” 
(from “Incarnate" by Michael Frost) 

RECAP: 
Looking back at last Sunday’s message, what were the main themes that stood out to you? 
What questions did it raise? What was God saying to you through this time? 

STUDY  3                      
The Coming King

Week starting Monday February 20th                 By Pastor Craig Corkill
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DISCUSSION: 
The Coming King 

Read John 1:1-5, 14.  

1. This passage describes the Incarnation. What do these verses tell you about the nature of 
God? Why does John describe Jesus as “the Word”? 


2. In verse 14 when John says that the Word (Jesus) “made his dwelling among us” the Greek 
word skēnoō translated ‘dwelling’, literally means “tabernacled among us”. What insight does 
the Old Testament tabernacle provide into the person and work of Jesus? (see Exodus 26 & 40)


3. In both Matthew 4:17 and Mark 1:15 the first word on the coming King’s lips are “The time 
has come, kingdom of God is near. Repent and believe the good news!” Why were these Jesus’ 
first words?


The King Continued To Come 

Whilst the King came, taking on flesh at the Incarnation, the King continued to come - He 
continued to come to those seperate from Him - often in surprising ways!


Read Mark 4:35-41. After extensive teaching about the nature of the Kingdom (see Mark 4), 
Jesus tells His disciples to go over to the “other side”. We read those words and rightly 
understand that Jesus was referring to the other side of the Sea of Galilee. What most Western 
Christians do not appreciate is that the “other side” carried with it far deeper meaning than 
simply a change in geographic location.


To go over to the “other side” meant going into the Decapolis - 10 cities located on the other


Sea Of Galilee looking east toward the ‘other side’
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side of the Sea of Galilee that were known for idolatry, debauchery, danger and evil. No self-
respecting Jew would venture to the “other side”.


There are few parallels we can draw to the revulsion the disciples would have experienced at the 
thought of going to the “other side”. In fact it seems as though their fears were realised when 
the first person to greet them on the “other side” was a man possessed by demons! (see Mark 
5:1-20)


Jesus remained sinless even as he ventured to a spiritually and morally dark place (like Earth, 
and like the Decapolis). He didn’t compromise holiness, yet He saw it as part of His mission to 
go to those/us who had.


It was to this “other side” that Jesus led His disciples.


4. Where else to you see Jesus coming to “other side” regions and people in the gospels? (eg. 
lepers) What does this tell you about the mission of King Jesus?


The King Invites Us To Come 

We have already seen King Jesus calling His disciples to join Him in coming to the “other side”. 
This invitation to come to those outside the Kingdom continues to us today.


When reflecting on this Mike Frost writes


“as centrally as we hold the idea of the incarnation, there is a grave danger that we’re 
leaving the implications of this great idea behind us. Whereas Jesus Christ was God 

incarnate and his church was called to an incarnational lifestyle, today we find ourselves 
drifting toward excarnation - the defleshing of our faith. We have been moving through a 

disembodying process that has left us feeling rootless and disengaged, connected to    
our world more and more through screens rather than face-to-face.” 

(from “Incarnate" by Michael Frost) 

5. What barriers do you face to living an ‘incarnational life’? (ie. a life that comes to others and 
connects deeply with them)


6. Why is living an incarnational life so central to the mission of the Kingdom of God?
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The King Is Coming 

Whilst the Kingdom was inaugurated at the first Coming of Jesus, the Kingdom will be 
consummated at His second coming.


Read Matthew 26:17-29. In verse 29 Jesus speaks of a celebration where He will drink of the 
fruit of the vine anew with His disciples "in my Father's kingdom". Jesus is coming again to 
bring about the completion of His Kingdom - definitely cause for celebration!!!


You may want to celebrate Communion in your Growth Group. Take time to reflect on the 
coming of Jesus the King and His call to you to join Him in coming to those who seem far from 
Him.


Transformation, Not Just Information 
What is ONE thing you are going to apply from this study THIS WEEK? Share this with one other 
member of your group and follow up with one another next week to see what that experience 
was like for you.


Prayer: 
Group Focused 
Pray for each member of the group that they will increasingly lead an ‘incarnational life' in their 
field.


Church Focused 
Pray for NVBC regular ‘operational’ budget that funds week to week ministry, and also our 
‘Future Fund’ which repays the loan on our facilities. Pray that our commitments in both areas of 
finance will be fully met.


World Focused 
BOOLARNG: Praise God for his many answers to prayer during the January week of mission 
and for the way that he worked things for his glory in spite of the difficulties encountered. Give 
thanks for the children who found hope in Jesus and pray that they will continue to grow in their 
faith. 
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RECAP: 
Looking back at last Sunday’s message, what were the main themes that stood out to you? 
What questions did it raise? What was God saying to you through this time? 

INTRODUCTION: 
As I’ve mentioned previously, my ‘bucket list’ trip to Israel is 2014 was one of the most amazing 
experiences of my life. To have the opportunity to visit places I’d read about since I was a child 
was remarkable.


Mid way through the trip, we visited a location that holds 
special significance - the ‘Mount of Beatitudes’. At the 
top of the mountain, a Catholic church sits near the ruins 
of a small Byzantine-era church dating to the late 4th 
century. Whilst the building was impressive, it was the 
south-eastern side of the mountain that most captured 
my imagination.


Now mainly covered with a banana plantation, 
since the 4th Century this site has been 
understood to be the spot where Jesus 
delivered His most famous message - the 
Sermon On The Mount.


Some have called this message “The Kingdom 
Manifesto” as it describes in detail, life for 
those who would follow Jesus and commit 
themselves to His Kingdom. These are not nice 
platitudes - they are a blue-print of a different 
Kingdom!


STUDY  4                      
Blessings Of The Kingdom

Week starting Monday February 26th            By Pastor Craig Corkill & Doug Sotheren

Church Of The Beatitudes

Banana plantation on Mt. Of  Beatitudes
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When discussing this Kingdom Manifesto, author Brian McLaren writes:

“Many people assume the Sermon on the Mount intends to answer one question - namely, 

“How does an individual go to heaven after death?” This was my assumption as well for 
many years, but as I have reflected on the life and message of Jesus, I have become 
convinced that Jesus is exploring a very different set of questions - namely, “What       

kind of life does God want people to live? What does life in the kingdom                             
of God look like? What is a truly good (or righteous) life?”” 

(from “The Secret Message Of Jesus" by Brian McLaren) 

Over the course of the coming weeks we will be exploring the Sermon On The Mount - the 
counter-cultural Kingdom manifesto declared by Jesus. This will track with the sermons 
preached our our AM services. Please also join us also at the PM services where the truths 
discovered in the Sermon On The Mount ‘explode in technicolor’ through Jesus’ Kingdom 
parables Jesus which we’ll explore together!


DISCUSSION: 
To commence our discoveries in the Sermon On The Mount, let’s start by looking at a passage 
of Scripture commonly known as “the Beatitudes”. Read Matthew 5:1-12


The term blessed is common in the Old Testament and in the the New Testament, some 219 
uses in the English). It carries with it a sense of the privilege of divine favour. Theologian Craig 
Blomberg says that the term “blessed” refers to those who are and/or will be happy, fortunate, 
or as those who are “to be congratulated” because of God’s response to their behaviour or 
situation.

(If you have the time look up some of the uses of this word in the whole Bible)


The first four blessings point to our relationship to God:

i. The poor in Spirit: (see Isaiah 61:1-2) describes those who have realised the poverty of 
human attempts at power and are now willing to place their hope and trust solely in God.

ii. Those who mourn: Those who see the painful truth of our fallenness, and feel deeply the 
pain and loss of a world without redemption. These share fully like Paul in Colossians who 
wrote “Now I rejoice in what I am suffering for you, and I fill up in my flesh what is still lacking 
in regard to Christ's afflictions, for the sake of his body, which is the church.” Colossians 1:24 
iii. The meek: Describes the person who has great strength, yet hold this with humility and 
gentleness. Someone who can be lovingly assertive with grace and power. (see Psalm 37:11)

iv. Those who hunger and search for righteousness: Describes those who have a 
commitment for justice and truth in society.


1. As you look at the list above what questions, if any, does it raise for you?
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2. As we look at the list above, it speaks of poverty, mourning, meekness and hunger - words 
normally associated with discomfort. Where do you see the values of the Kingdom as counter-
cultural to our present societal values?


3. Take some time in silence. As you consider these first four beatitudes, which one is God’s 
Spirit challenging you with? What are you going to do about that?


The next four blessings point to our relationship to 
others:


v. The Merciful: Embraces the characteristics of 
being generous, forgiving others, having compassion 
for the suffering, and providing healing of every kind. 
Merciful is a strong theme in the Old Testament, 
particularly in relationship to the nature of God (see 
Exodus 34:6, Hosea 6:6)

vi. The Pure In Heart:  The Greek word here “sinceritas” speaks of ‘singleness of heart, the 
honesty which has no hidden motive, no selfish interest, and is true and open in all things’. 
Moral transparency is a cardinal demand in Christ’s kingdom.

vii. The Peacemakers: Jesus’ Kingdom would be one that displays shalom peace. Jesus says 
that the one who is willing to stand between and hold the tension of conflicting parties in a way 
that negotiates respect and change is blessed. While this is the only use of this term in the New 
Testament, the concept of God of peace pervades the whole book, (see Ephesians 4:3; Romans 
14:19; 1 Corinthians 14:33; Hebrews 12:14)

viii. Enduring Persecution: Whilst the list above appears noble and worthy of respect, King 
Jesus says that we shouldn’t be surprised when it will elicits persecution, insult and accusation. 
In fact, this is the only beatitude that seems to receive a ‘double-blessing’ (verse 10, then a 
repetition in verse 11).


4. As you look at this second list, what questions, if any, does it raise for you?


5. Think for a moment of those you normally interact with in a given week (eg. family, work 
colleagues, friends, etc). Now look at this second list. Where is God’s Spirit calling you to submit 
to King Jesus’ manifesto in these relationships? What’s one thing you’re going to do about that?
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Theologian Scott McKnight in his book Kingdom Conspiracy writes of the church:


“A people under King Jesus begins to live an alternative society that witnesses both to and 
against the world’s system. Our world is marked today by isolation, fragmentation, transience, 
privacy, consumerism, power, complacency, alienation, suspicion, and a host of idolatries. The 
church, which is a kingdom fellowship under King Jesus, counters each of these stories with   

the story of new creation that becomes possible through the power of the Spirit                       
and the life of Jesus. Kingdom creates a family called a church.” 

6. Where do you see NVBC living “an alternative society that witnesses both to and against the 
world’s system”? Spend some time in silence. As you consider this mandate, what (if anything) 
do you sense God’s Spirit prompting you about?


Transformation, Not Just Information 
What is ONE thing you are going to apply from this study THIS WEEK? Share this with one other 
member of your group and follow up with one another next week to see what that experience 
was like for you.
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Prayer: 
Group Focused 
Pray for the needs and current prayer requests of the people in your group.


Church Focused 
Please be in prayer for discernment as we seek God's leading for the next challenges He would 
have us embrace.


World Focused 

INSIGHT: [High School Ministry] Praise God that the Schools Workers and Chaplains are 
continuing in the five schools where they have been working. Pray for a good working 
relationship with each of these schools and for a lasting impact on students' lives - Rudolf 
Steiner School, Henry Kendall High, Lisarow High, Narara Valley High and Kariong Mountains 
High. 
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RECAP: 
Looking back at last Sunday’s message, what were the main themes that stood out to you? 
What questions did it raise? What was God saying to you through this time? 

INTRODUCTION: 
Like me, you’ve probably noticed that over the past decade or so, 
the number ‘for Dummies’ books have been steadily increasing. 
These basic guides started out in the world of computer software 
with titles such as 


 Windows For Dummies 
 Word For Dummies 
 Excel For Dummies 

but since then, they’ve grown to provide insight in a range of other 
areas.


	In my research I came across such titles as:

Art For Dummies (helps you discern between Rembrandt & Renoir)

Cooking For Dummies (Carolyn says she does that every night anyway)

Law For Dummies (imagine walking into your solicitor’s office and seeing that on the 
shelf)

Auto Repairs For Dummies (if I see that in my mechanic's garage, I'm outta there)

Or my favourite Cool Careers For Dummies – you can read about what it takes to be a 
Baptist Pastor ;)


These 'Dummies' book were an overnight success because they explain the practicalities and 
"how to's" in various fields. This week, as we continue our exploration of the Kingdom 
manifesto, Jesus transitions His message. He begins to address the practical "how to's" of life 
in His Kingdom.

STUDY  5                      
The Impact Of The Kingdom

Week starting Monday March 6th                              By Pastor Craig Corkill 
n
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DISCUSSION: 
Read Matthew 5:13-16. 

When considering this passage, authors Bill Hybels and Mark Mittelberg provide a formula to 
understand what King Jesus is speaking about. Their formula (found in the book Becoming A 
Contagious Christian) is:


HP + CP + CC = MI 

MI stands for “Maximum Impact”. Hybels & Mittelberg define Maximum Impact as “to have the 
greatest spiritual influence possible on those around us”. In this section of his Kingdom 
manifesto, Jesus shifts our focus from simply being the Kingdom, to the influence of the 
Kingdom can have in our community and world.


Jesus’ single sentence introduction to the metaphors or salt and light frames His discussion … 
you are the salt of the earth … you are the light of the world (emphasis mine). Even at this early 
stage in his Kingdom manifesto, King Jesus is calling us consider the level of impact we will 
have beyond the four walls of the church!


HP stands for “High Potency”. In verse 13 Jesus 
says "You are the salt of the earth. But if the salt 
loses its saltiness, how can it be made salty again? It 
is no longer good for anything, except to be thrown 
out and trampled by men”.


As you may be aware, salt had two uses in Jesus' 
day. Firstly, it was a preservative for meat in an era 
before refrigeration. Secondly, salt added flavour to 
food. 


However, it was common for an unscrupulous merchant to mix sand in with the salt so that he'd 
achieve better profits … the salt would loose it's saltiness … it would cease to act as a 
preservative or add flavour. It had lost it's potency and hence its reason for being.


1. Describe to the group the most ‘high potency’ believer in Jesus you’ve known (NOTE: This is 
not someone you’ve heard of, or seen from afar. This is someone you actually know). What was 
it about their life that leads you to believe they were/are ‘high potency’? What practices had they 
instilled in their life that aided that potency?
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2. As a group discuss what practices have been most effective in increasing your ‘potency’ as a 
believer in Jesus.


CP stands for “Close Proximity”. For salt to be effective as a preservative and flavour-enhancer 
it certainly requires high potency. 


Here's the thing though. You can have the most pure, high potency, unadulterated, uncorrupted, 
high grade salt in your salt shaker, but unless it interacts and contacts the food it's defeating it's 
very reason for being. The salt MUST have close proximity to be effective.


And equally you can be the most doctrinally pure, high potency, unadulterated, theologically 
informed, prayerful, ‘high grade’ Christian in NVBC, but unless you interact and connect with 
those who don't know Jesus you're defeating your very reason for being.


Unless the salt gets out of the salt shaker and the Kingdom gets into the community they are 
both never going to have maximum impact.


3. What fears, joys, concerns or questions do you have as you consider going into the 
community?


4. Which do you find more challenging, growing in high potency, or move to close proximity? 
Why?


CC stands for “Clear Communication”. In verses 14-15 Jesus shifts to the metaphor of light, 
stating that whether it’s light from a city or light in a home, light needs to be seen to be effective.


Whilst we often talk about clear communication of the Gospel with our words at NVBC, here 
Jesus specifically draws our attention to the communication of our lives, saying “In the same 
way, let your light shine before people, that they may see your good deeds and praise your 
Father in heaven.” 

5. If your life was the title of a book, what would the book be called?


6. In what ways does your life illuminate to those around you the reality of the Kingdom? In what 
ways does it not?
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7. In this study, we have a group exercise that may be a little 'different' for you. Your Growth 
Group Leader will supply you with newspapers, magazines, scissors, glue and cardboard. As a 
group put together a collage which highlights areas in our society that are in ‘decay'. When 
reflecting on the collage you have made, what are practical ways in which we at Narara Valley 
Baptist Church are/can be salt in our community of the Central Coast?


Transformation, Not Just Information 
What is ONE thing you are going to apply from this study THIS WEEK? Share this with one other 
member of your group and follow up with one another next week to see what that experience 
was like for you.


Prayer: 
Group Focused 
Pray for one another, that we would be effective salt and light in the places God calls us to each 
week.


Church Focused 
Pray for our church to be a community that is led by the Spirit and open to His promptings.


World Focused 
ZOE MINISTRY SCHOOL: [Chiang Mai – Thailand] Praise God for the partnership we have 
with Zoe in the training of future Christian leaders in Thailand through the Zoe Ministry School 
Scholarships. Pray for wisdom for David Cross and his team as they administer the scholarship 
funds from NVBC and select recipients. 
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OVERVIEW: 
Once per term NVBC Growth Groups take the opportunity of spending time with each other in a 
social setting to provide such experiences. 


Each Growth Group decides how they'd like to spend their time – but here are a few 
suggestions:


have a BBQ

go out to a restaurant

enjoy a picnic by the beach

go bowling

put together a 'just thinking of you' package for one of our missionary families

have a tennis night

hold a games night

have a 'make your own pizza' night

go to a soft-play centre


The options are only limited by your imagination, however, you are encouraged to avoid 
activities that involve little, if any, interaction with the other members of your group (eg. 
watching a video, going to the movies, etc).


RECAP: 
Looking back at last Sunday’s message, what were the main themes that stood out to you? 
What questions did it raise? What was God saying to you through this time? 

STUDY  6                      
The Big Night Out

Week starting Monday March 13th            
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RECAP: 
Looking back at last Sunday’s message, what were the main themes that stood out to you? 
What questions did it raise? What was God saying to you through this time? 

INTRODUCTION: 
Many years ago I was told the story of the Vasa, and quite honestly, it’s a story that still haunts 
me.


The Vasa was a ship commissioned by The King of Sweden in 1626, and she was impressive - 
really impressive! Carrying 60 cannons and a crew of 130, she was the pinnacle of Swedish 
nautical expertise and an imposing ship of war.


Not only was the Vasa powerful, she was also incredibly ornate. The carvings on the deck were 
done by gifted craftsmen. She was as much a work of art as a fighting ship!


The big day came to launch the Vasa and as you can imagine it was a day of national pride and 
celebration. The Vasa was launched and then headed out in the harbour to great fanfare. Yet to 
the dismay and disbelief of the crowd 
gathered, just 20 minutes after 
launching, the Vasa capsized and 
sank!


It wasn’t till 1958 that oceanographers 
discovered the Vasa lying in 90 metres 
of water. As a result of the low water 
temperature and the salinity of the 
water, the Vasa was largely in tact. She 
was raised and is now on show in a 
museum in Sweden (see picture).


That question on everyone’s lips was: Why did the Vasa sink?  

What marine engineers discovered after raising the Vasa, was that the Swedish navy in the 
1600s were incredibly concerned about cannons and ornate carvings (what lay above the 
waterline, to be seen by all), but didn’t design enough space for ballast at the bottom of the

STUDY  7                      
The Hiddenness Of The Kingdom

Week starting Monday March 20th                    By Pastor Craig Corkill 
n
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ship (what lay below the waterline, that which was hidden). 


When I listen to that story I find myself asking “Am I investing ‘below the waterline’ in my life? 
Are the places people don’t see - the inner person - being attended to and developed, or am I 
mainly concerned about the parts of my lives that others can see - the ‘public persona’, the 
Facebook feed, the Instagram profile?”


It seems that Jesus was pretty interested too in what lies ‘below the waterline’ in His Kingdom. 
In the next section of His Kingdom manifesto He calls His followers to practice secrecy in order 
to invest ‘below the waterline’. Let listen to what He says …


DISCUSSION: 
Read Matthew 6:1-18. 

1. When studying the Scriptures, insights can often be gained when looking at what is repeated. 
Repetition in Bible times served as a ways to underline, italicise, or highlight an important point. 
When looking at the three examples of investing ‘below the waterline’ what phrases are 
repeated? What does this tell you about this sort of investment?


2. Only a few weeks ago we read Jesus say in Matthew 5:16 to “let your light shine before men, 
that they may se your good deeds and praise your Father in heaven”. Now we read Jesus say in 
Matthew 6:1 “Be careful not to do your ‘acts of righteousness before men, to be seen by them.” 
How do you reconcile these two statements?


GIVING 
Jesus’ first ‘below the waterline’ practice relates to generosity toward those in need. The 
illustration of announcing a gift with trumpets was not a figure of speech, but rather an actual 
practice of the day. Temple trumpets would sound calling citizens to come and give - the perfect 
opportunity to let everyone know that your purpose in going to the Temple was to give.


When Jesus says that these people have received their “reward in full”, He uses a commercial 
term meaning “to receive a sum in full and give a receipt for it”. The praise of people is all they’ll 
get.


3. By way of contrast Jesus calls people to give to the needy in secret. How does this:


i) help the citizen of God’s Kingdom invest ‘below the waterline’?


ii) advance the Kingdom in the local community?
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PRAYER 
Like giving to the sound of trumpets, prayer on street corners was not merely a figure of speech. 
When the Temple trumpets called people to prayer, the devout would stop what they were doing 
(even if they ‘happened’ to be strategically located on a street corner) and pray - a perfect 
opportunity to show off your ‘prayer skills’. Again their reward is ‘paid in full’.


4. Street-corner prayer doesn’t seem to be as large an impediment to effective prayer today as it 
was when Jesus spoke these words. What are the biggest impediments to prayer you’ve 
experienced? What have been the most helpful things you’ve done to grow in prayer?


The following prayer exercise may require some 
creativity and flexibility, but in the spirit of what 
Jesus is saying here - give it a go. Find a private 
space in the home you’re meeting in (NOTE: This 
may need to be outside depending on the number 
of discreet places in the home). Pray through the 
Lord’s Prayer (Matthew 6:9-13) phrase-by-phrase. 
After each phrase, please pause, then use that 
phrase as a ‘launching pad’ to other prayers/praises/
etc that take up that theme.


Normally you’d be asked to share what you experienced during this time, but again, in keeping 
with the spirit of what Jesus is teaching, this time just keep it between you and God.


FASTING 
Like both giving and prayer, Jesus starts his teaching with “when”, not “if” you fast. There’s an 
inherent assumption here that fasting will be a normal part of life for the citizen of Jesus’ 
Kingdom.


Anecdotally it seems as though of the three ‘secret practices’ Jesus speaks of, this is the one 
least understood and practiced in Australian churches.


5. What questions, if any, do you have about fasting?


6. If fasting has been a spiritual practice you’ve used in days gone by, what was that experience 
like?
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6. If fasting has been a spiritual practice you’ve used in days gone by, what stands out to you 
about that experience?


NOTE: Some years ago, Pastor Craig produced a short booklet entitled “Fasting & Spiritual 
Breakthrough”. This booklet answers many questions people raise about this practice and can 
be found on our church website under the Resources tab.


Transformation, Not Just Information 
What is ONE thing you are going to apply from this study THIS WEEK? Share this with one other 
member of your group and follow up with one another next week to see what that experience 
was like for you.


Prayer: 
Group Focused 
Pray for one another, that we would be attentive the promptings of the Holy Spirit and obedient 
to His whispers.


Church Focused 
OUTSIDE SCHOOL HOURS CARE: The staff have the opportunity for input into the lives of 
many families of our community and to give encouragement when they are going through 
difficult times. Pray that the Holy Spirit will guide them in giving an apt reply and a timely word 
when it is needed. Pr 15:23


World Focused 
MUANA & VILLY [GiA – Thailand] Muana and the GiA team are excited to see the faith 
communities meeting weekly and thriving. The Thai leaders teach on topics of interest to 
their culture including spirits, re-incarnation and baptism. Pray that the Holy Spirit would 
protect these new followers of Jesus as they grow in their knowledge of God and encourage 
one another in their faith. 
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INTRODUCTION: 
Recently I’ve become quite interested in ‘Minimalism’. 
There’s a popular documentary doing the rounds at the 
moment that follows the story of some people who have 
decided intentionally to live with less. As I’ve examined the 
clutter around the edges of my own life and employed 
various popular methods of deciding what to keep and 
what to let go of (such as asking of each item, ‘does it 
bring me joy’? does it add ‘value’ to my life?) I’ve been 
thinking a lot about things. How many things should I 
own? What kind of things should I own? 


Somewhere deep in the magical and somewhat addictive 
land of decluttering I had a realisation:


It’s entirely possible that I could give away everything I 
own and completely miss the point.  

I could own far less items, live in a perfectly ordered and intentional space, and still be completely 
focused on things rather than the heart behind what I own, give, consume or collect. Attachment 
and aversion in their extreme forms still centre around things. I absolutely affirm the value of 
seeking simplicity and living with less, but I was reminded again that our external lives can be 
manicured into all kinds of different shapes and forms - without ever achieving the interior 
transformation the Kingdom of God brings about.


So, what then does it look like in the Kingdom to think about money, possessions and priorities?

RECAP: 
Looking back at last Sunday’s message, what were the main themes that stood out to you? 
What questions did it raise? What was God saying to you through this time? 

STUDY  8                      
The Priority Of The Kingdom

Week starting Monday March 27th                        By Pastor Will Small
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DISCUSSION: 
Read through: Matthew 6:19-34 

I find the words of Jesus in this passage to be both incredibly challenging and confronting while 
equally comforting and liberating. This passage pries open our hearts and forces us to really sit 
and look at their contents. Which can be troubling. But Jesus doesn’t leave us there. He teaches 
another, beautiful way of approaching life. 


Before discussing the passage in greater detail, ask the members of your group:


- Which part of this passage makes you feel most uncomfortable? 

- Which part of this passage makes you feel most comforted? 

OUR NATURAL TENDENCIES 
In his teaching here Jesus identifies several ways our 
relationship towards money and possessions can be built 
on the values of this world, rather than on the Kingdom of 
God. 


For example:


Storing up treasures on earth (where moths and vermin 
destroy, and where thieves break in and steal) v.20


Attempting to serve both God and money (a task 
Jesus claims is not possible). v.24


Worrying excessively about what we will eat, drink and 
wear. v.25-32


If we are honest with ourselves, we have probably all struggled (and continue to struggle) with 
one, two or even all three things on this list! In our culture of affluence and excess, accumulating 
possessions and pursuing the next pay-rise are the natural grain of things. Though most of us 
don’t have substantial concerns about whether or not we will have food on our plate or clothes 
on our back, we are by no means free from financial worry. For us, this may mean worrying 
about the money in our super fund, or whether we have taken out enough insurance policies.  

How do you think what Jesus is saying here relates to this context we find ourselves in?  

Have a conversation about which things the members of your group struggle with that Jesus 
has identified. If you are willing to share openly, this can be a powerful place to build 
accountability regarding your struggles in this area.
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THE WAY OF THE KINGDOM 
Jesus doesn’t just leave us with a confronting look at the way money and possessions can 
entangle our hearts. He gives us some incredibly empowering and liberating words that describe 
what it looks like when the Kingdom comes in our lives. 


First, Jesus reminds us of the futility of worry.  

No matter how under or over insured we are, no matter how much or how little money we have 
in the bank, we have no more control over our lives than the birds of the air or the flowers of the 
field. 


At first this may seem disempowering and distressing.


But let it sink in. This releases us from trying to play god in 
our own life. This empowers us to stop giving our energy 
and brain space to things that are beyond our control. 


And instead, Jesus encourages us to fully give ourselves to 
the one thing that matters.  

“Seek first his kingdom and his righteousness, and all these 
things will be given to you as well.” Vs.33 

When we restore the priority of the Kingdom in our lives, the details around the edges will follow. 


If we are investing our time and energy into pursuing the Kingdom in our lives, we can trust that 
our good Father who knows our needs will give us what we need for today. The Kingdom brings 
us back to the present, the day before us, the next, right step. 


DISCUSS 
What do you think you are most commonly tempted to ‘seek first’ in your life? 


What do you think it would look like for you to seek first the Kingdom of God and his 
righteousness?


This might lead to all kinds of changes in the way we approach our relationships, our work and 
how we invest our time. Jesus is specifically speaking here though in the context of money and 
possessions. What do you think it will look like to seek first the Kingdom in regards to these 
areas of your life? What will it look like to do this today?
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Transformation, Not Just Information 
What is ONE thing you are going to apply from this study THIS WEEK? Share this with one other 
member of your group and follow up with one another next week to see what that experience 
was like for you.


Prayer: 
Group Focused 
Pray for the prayer needs in the group.


Church Focused 
THE VALLEY:  [NVBC Youth] Connect Groups consist of up to ten people and meet each week 
or fortnight. Pray for the groups as they settle into 2017 and as new members are assimilated. 
Pray that the Holy Spirit will build strong disciples of Jesus with a heart for those who do not 
know him. 

World Focused 
JONNO & HEATHER: [GiA – Mozambique] Pray that Jonno and each of the team members 
would be like lights in the darkness wherever they go. Pray that God would give them wisdom in 
their encounters and dealings with people from all walks of life. Praise God for the new 
openness among many of the Yao people. 
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RECAP: 
Looking back at last Sunday’s message, what were the main themes that stood out to you? 
What questions did it raise? What was God saying to you through this time? 

INTRODUCTION: 
For some years now I’ve had the privilege of training preachers.


Together we explore such topics as: interpreting the Bible; illustrations; application; using Greek/
Hebrew tools; and how to use your voice.


One area often overlooked in the training of preachers is “how to land the plane” … how to 
conclude the sermon in a way that isn’t ‘clunky’. Some preachers (not at Narara of course 😀 ), 
don’t seem to be able to land the plane - endlessly going around in circles until they (or the 
congregation), simply run out of fuel. Other preachers land so abruptly that most of the 
congregation only remember the discomfort at the end of the sermon rather than the preceding 
journey.


In the passage of Scripture we’re exploring in 
this study, Jesus is landing the plane. The 
Sermon on the Mount is coming to its 
conclusion. Jesus has declared His manifesto 
and now calls His hearers - and us - to make 
some choices.


As we conclude our study in Matthew 7, I 
encourage you to consider what choices God 
is calling you to make about His Kingdom.


STUDY  9                      
Responding To The Kingdom

Week starting Monday April 3rd                              By Pastor Craig Corkill
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DISCUSSION: 
Read Matthew 7:13-14 

Author R. Kent Hughes reflects “In context, he is saying that all 
he has taught in the Sermon on the Mount taken together forms 
a “narrow gate”. Such words have never been welcome, but they 
are particularly offensive to twenty-first-century ears. No one likes 
to be called narrow! In one sense it is good that Christians avoid 
this tag. We certainly do not want to be narrow and self-righteous 
like the list-carrying Pharisees. On the other hand, we must 
embrace the narrowness that Christ recommends. Jesus says 
there are only two roads - one leading to destruction and one 
leading to life. And there is no middle way.”


1. As a group discuss how you live out Jesus’ command here in 
verses 13-14?


2. Jesus’ Kingdom Manifesto is counter-cultural in so many ways, yet we see people drawn to 
Him constantly - particularly those who were deemed to be ‘sinners’ and outcasts. What 
principles do you see in the life of Jesus for how to ‘enter through the narrow gate’, yet connect 
deeply with people?


Read Matthew 7:15-23 

We are met in these verses with a second call to consider our response to the Kingdom 
Manifesto. In many respects Jesus focuses intently on the fruit of a persons life - whether they 
actually apply His words. Today we might say “Words are cheap”.


3. Jesus doesn’t pull any punches in these verses. He frames his comments in terms of our the 
final judgment and calls us to make a choice. Why is Jesus so insistent his hearers make a 
decision?
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Many Christians I’ve spoken with find it a tension knowing when to invite people to make a 
decision about Jesus. On the one hand we recognise that coming to know Jesus is normally a 
process - one not to be artificially rushed. On the other hand, Jesus does model here that there 
are times when people actually need to make a decision as to whether they will recognise Him 
as King or not.


4. As a group, discuss this tension. Do you tend to err on one side or the other? How do you 
reconcile this tension?


Read Matthew 7:24-29 

The final image Jesus uses to invite His listens to make a decision is a well known - the ‘wise 
man’ who built his house upon the rock. As a child I was often sang about this story in Sunday 
School, or was taught the story using pictures on a ‘flannelgraph’ (for anyone under 40 who 
doesn’t know what flannelgraph is just look it up on Google!).


I remember in the song we used to sing, the last verse concluded with “So build you life on the 
Lord Jesus Christ”. Jesus though gets VERY specific about what that means. Look at verses 24 
and 26. Look at the similarities and differences between these verses. Both people hear the 
words of Jesus - the difference between the ‘wise’ and ‘foolish’ is whether we put the words into 
practice.


5. As you look back over the course of this series, what are the top one or two areas of your life 
Jesus has:


a) encouraged you about


b) challenged you with


What are the specific action steps you will be taking in response? When will this happen?
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Transformation, Not Just Information 

We’ve spoken a great deal in this study about application of the Jesus’ words - how we will 
focus on ‘transformation, not just information’.


To conclude our series, can I encourage you to participate in the Lord’s Supper as a group.


This simple meal reminds us of the great sacrifice King Jesus made on our behalf to enable us 
to be citizens of His kingdom.


Take time to remember His body broken for you, and His blood shed for you.


At the conclusion of the Lord’s Supper, spend time praying for one another regarding where 
Jesus has been encouraging/challenging you in this series.


Prayer: 
Group Focused 
Pray for the prayer needs in the group.


Church Focused 
FITNESS@NVBC: Pray for strong relationships to the forged with those who join us who do not 
currently know Jesus. Pray for Karen and Jackie as they lead classes that they the classes will 
be fun, safe and Jesus-honouring.


World Focused 
BAN LUANG & BAN SA CHURCHES: Pray for the young rural churches of Ban Luang and Ban 
Sa in Northern Thailand. Pray that these churches (which continue to be invested into through 
Muana and Villy), will grow and flourish. Pray for the national leaders of these churches that they 
will know God’s wisdom as they lead. Pray that these will become ‘sending’ churches to other 
rural contexts throughout Thailand.



